Abstract-In this paper, the verbs in Mazi (past tense) are presented in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect for a detailed comparison of their structures as well as their similarities and differences. The result of this study shows that although there are some similarities between two sources but there also exist some important differences among them from the structural and phonetic point of view.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of research around Persian language, the great ancient national and cultural state, is obvious. There have been many studies at this area today, but still can be found some dialects, which need to be studied among them is Sabzevarian dialect in Khorasan province.
A Brief history of Sabzevar: Sabzevar, which Abolfazl -e -Beihagi recognized its root name as Sasanabad , as he believed the city was funded by Sassanid dynasty was first called Sasanvar and after the entry of Islam to Iran , it was changed to "Beihag" and finally to Sabzevar. (Beihaghi ,1991) Sabzevar is one of the counties of Khorasan province, located at North -East region of Iran. Measuring about 20628 km 2 with 511616 population, it is the second large city of the province after Mashhad, covering % 16 of total area of the Khorasan province. It is located in 226 and 66 km far from Mashhad (the capital of the Khorasan province) and Tehran (Capital of Iran) respectively. (Mohtasham ,1999) .
Due to its geographic, economic and financial situations, Sabzevar region has been agriculturally significant, Azar Barzin Mehr altar of Sabzevar which is one of the four important altars of Sassanid era is located in this area (Beihaghi, 1991) Khorasan province is the source of "Arsacides Pahlavi language" and Pahlavi is related to parthuh (following the name of a big tribe) (Farahvashi, 1979 ) which is the name of present Khorasan (Asadi Tusi, 1986 ) and its neighborhood towns are Damqan and Sabzevar according to the present divisions . (Bahar, 1990) According to Ebn -e -Nadims (cited from Ebn-e Moqfae) "Dari is the language of the East and Balkh" a transformed version of Arsacides Pahlavi language (Vahidian Kamkar,1991 ) .
Sabzevarian dialect has been under the influence of standard Persian language taught in schools, although it is being preserved through oral contacts of artists, businessmen and people of the older generation in the region.
As any language is alive when it is spoken and the time it loses its speakers, comes its death, it seems necessary to scientifically study and gather the dialects which are the valuable scientific materials for Iranologists to enable them to enrich Persian language even more.
We often find some interesting words and lexicons in dialects of Sabzevar which could be the best and most suitable alternatives for foreign words whose repeated use by language professionals may lead to language abnormality and in some cases may be accounted as the sign of language dependency.
Detailed recognition of Sabzevar dialect would be a great aid for recognition of the missed Arsacides Pahlavi language. At the recent time, when cultural borderlines are about to be vanished and dialects are going to be disappeared, recognizing the scientific, practical and linguistic characters of each zone's dialect is very effective for their preservation leading to (1) higher enrichment of Persian vocabulary, (2) description and interpretation of Persian literature and finally (3) prohibiting foreign lexicon entry to some extent.
On the other hand, the identity, nationality, traditions and ethics are resulted from language recognition which is a perfect way to understand oral literature of any region.
In this paper the verbs in Mazi (past tense) are presented in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect for a detailed comparison of their structures as well as their similarities and differences.
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In this study, the author was involved in gathering lexicons which do not exist in Persian language anymore or have encompassed a high phonetic change through the time. Over fifteen thousands words and about two thousands sentences were gathered and tape recorded. Then 2000 lexicons were compared based on their equivalent in the two resources based on International phonetic alphabet. Since Arabic, as the base of Persian Script, is unable to represent consonants of Sabzevarian dialect, the Sabzevarian dialect words were collected in the form of phonetics and their standard Persian equivalent was regarded as the basis for the study of phonetic system and word making characteristics in this dialect. :There is a structure of any verb including its main concept as a whole and is constant in all the verbs structures.
A. Verbs in Persian

Verbs root in simple verbs of Persian:
In simple verbs of Persian the mazi(past) root remains after the omission of suffix ‫ى‬ (an) and their Mozare (present)) root will be made after some change on Maz i(past) root, which can be divided into eight groups. (Ahmadi Givi & Anvari, 1995).
For example in verbs whose infinitives end to ‫یذى‬ -(idan) after omission of ‫یذ‬ -(id) from the mazi (past) verbs root ,the mozare (present) root is obtained". For example:
For the verb ‫ًالیذى‬ (nalidan) (crying): Its Mazi(past) root is will be ‫ًالیذ‬ (nalid) (cried) and its Mozare (present) root is ‫ًال‬ (nal). Most of the Persian verbs are included in this class (Khanlari, 1971 ).
Verbs root in simple verbs of Sabzevarian dialect:
In Sabzevarian dialect omitting suffixes such as « ‫یي‬ ‫دى،‬ ، ‫تي‬ » (in, dan ,tan) from the end of infinitives makes the Mazi(past) root.
For example in Sabzevarian dialect: For the infinitive ‫دّضییي‬ (dosiyan), its Mazi(past) root is doši, and its Mozare (present) (present )root is but in Persian language « ‫ى‬ » (n) is excluded from the end of infinitive making a Mazi(past)(past) root.
Note: infinitive signs in Sabzevarian dialect are ((in ‫یي‬ , dan ‫دى‬ ,tan " ‫تي‬ ))and their omission will result in Mazi(past) root and by omitting the sign of Mazi(past) in regular verbs, the Mozare (present) root is achieved.
In Sanscrit , pahlavi and Avesta languages , are « ‫تي‬ » (tan) and « ‫دى‬ » (dan) ,also the signs of infinitive and « ‫تي‬ » (tan) is the basic one (Khanlari, 1971 In the Sabzevarian dialect, the root of some verbs can make verbs with different meanings, Example: ‫کص"‬ " (kosh) = "to kill" = "to turn off ." Also there are some verbs which have the Mozare (present) root in dialect but lacking any mazi(past) root, Example: ‫ضذى"‬ " (shodan) (to become) Mozare (present) root = ‫ضْ"‬ " (Sho) Mazi (past) root = Verb of ‫رفتي"‬ " (to go) (Brogani, 2002) . For the verb ‫ّختي‬ ‫گر‬ (grokhtan) (to escape) Mazi (past) root " ‫گرّخت‬ "(grokht) is going to be forgotten nowadays and the Persian words ‫کرد'‬ ‫فرار‬ " (farar kard) (escaped ) is about to be used instead.
B. The Person in Persian Language and Sabzevarian Dialect
Person is one of the important features of the verb in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect (including third persons) .By person we means one the speaker attributes the verb to.
Some verbs in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect may have only two persons (i.e.: imperative or negative imperative including only the second singular person and the second plural person.
Some verbs in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect lack any person: Example:
What imparts the verb in its character is Id. Id determines the person and the count. For verbs without person, while having Id, since there is no possibility for choosing an auxiliary verb to take different forms for different persons so they are called "without person" (Ahmadi Givi & Anvari, 1995).
There are some other verbs in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect with only one person called as "single person intransitive verbs" (Khanlari, 1971) Example: « ‫آهذ‬ ‫خْضن‬ » (I liked it) which the verb « ‫آهذ‬ » always comes as the form of third singular person. In this article some types of mazi(past) verbs which are common in Persian language and Sabzevarian with more application nowadays are incuded
C. Structure of Simple Past Tense in Persian Language and Sabzevarian Dialect
Simple past tense in Persian language is made by Mazi (past) root plus Id suffix, except the third singular person which doesn't have any Id suffix and past tense root is applied as verb (Ahmadi Givi & Anvari, 1995). Simple past in Sabzevarian dialect is made by adding the prefix ‫ب"‬ " (be) at the beginning of the past root conveying an emphasis.
In table -1, the structures of simple past in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect is represented Example; verbs such as ‫بْدى"‬ " (to be) and ‫"داضتي"‬ (to have ).
3-Infinitives as auxiliary verb and in past perfect made of " ‫بْدى‬ "
(to be) infinitive as auxiliary verb, are unique to Persian language and do not have any application in Sabzevarian dialect.
4-Sometimes the simple past of « ‫رفتي‬ » (to go) is used as a inking verb. Example; ‫رفت"‬ ‫سرد‬ ‫ُْا‬ " means " ‫ضذ‬ ‫سرد‬ ‫ُْا‬ " (it got cold).
D. Past Continuous Tense
Past continuous tense in Persian language is made of the past simple tense in which the prefix " ‫هی‬ " (mi) is added to the beginning of the past simple tense (Ahmadi Givi & Anvari , 1995) . To make Past continuous tense in Sabzevarian dialect " Different forms of َ ‫م‬ ، ِ ‫م‬ ، ُ ‫م‬ ) -ma-me-mo ) are added to the beginning of the past simple tense. In the following table, structures of past continuous tense is represented in Persian language and the dialect. And past continuous in expressing an action which the speaker has been absent during its occurrence, expressing an action which has not absent during its occurrence, expressing an action which has not taken place but expected to be occurred. Omission of auxiliary verb from the present perfect tense in some cases and expressing an action which has occurred in past and its effect or result has been sustained up to now has application only in Persian language.
3. The following important changes are considered in Sabzevarian dialect in past continuous tense 1. The sign of continuity in the dialect is applied by adding prefixes « ‫هی‬ » (mi) , « َ ‫م‬ ّ ُ ‫م‬ ، ِ ‫م‬ » (ma , mo , me) that « ‫ی‬ » (i) is changed as a result of homogeneity with vowels of the first syllable of the verb , i.e. transformation of « ‫هی‬ » (mi) to « ِ ‫م‬ » (mo).
Example: merex ‫ریخت‬ ‫هی‬ (it was pouring) 2. Transformation of prefix « ‫هی‬ » (mi) to « ُ ‫م‬ » (mo) in past continuous tense mogoftom = ‫گفتن‬ ‫هی‬ (I was saying) Verbs containing the "u" vowel can be placed in this group mosuza = ‫سْزد‬ ‫هی‬ ( Its burning ) mogurra = ‫کٌذ‬ ‫هی‬ ‫ًالَ‬ ّ ‫غرد‬ ‫هی‬ (He / she is snarling) 3. Transformation of prefix « ‫هی‬ » (mi) to « َ ‫م‬ » (ma) maraf = ‫رفت‬ ‫هی‬ ( He/she was going) 4. Sometimes affected by a verb which contains the "I" vowel, it preserves its form, like: miškastum = ‫ضکستن‬ ‫هی‬ (I was breaking) Sometimes because ‫ای"‬ " is placed in the imperatives of these verbs , the same ‫ای"‬ " has application in its continuous, like " ‫ضستْم‬ ‫هی‬ meyšastum . ‫ضستن‬ ‫هی‬ (I was washing )
E. Past Perfect Tense in Persian Language and Sabzevarian Dialect
The past perfect in Persian language is made of past participle of the main verb (the past root "ٍ " ) and simple past tense of " ‫بْدى‬ " (to be) auxiliary verb. The past perfect in Sabzevarian dialect is made of past participle of the main verb + ‫بی‬ ( the auxiliary verb of ‫بْدى‬ ( to be) + mediating ‫"ی"‬ + Ids (table -3). The application of the past perfect is the same in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect. 1-expressing an action which has been occurred in the past before another action. Example: In Persian language: ‫هجیذ‬ ‫کَ‬ ‫بْدم‬ ‫خْردٍ‬ ‫را‬ ‫ًاُار‬ ّ ‫ضذ‬ ‫ارد‬ in the dialect: nahare boxārda biyem ke mejid vared raf. Translation: I had eaten the lunch when Majid entered. Note: In Sabzevarian dialect, some of the past perfect verbs take the single word ‫ب"‬ " and some do not. The ones which do not take prefix are so rare like: ‫گفتي‬ (to say) and ‫کردى‬ (to do)
F. Present Perfect Tense in Persian Language and Sabzevarian Dialect
The present perfect tense in Persian language
The present perfect tense in Persian language is composed of the "pp" of main verbs (i) (the past root +"ٍ " expressing movement ) + the auxiliary verbs ‫ام‬ (am (I)), ‫ای‬ (are you) ‫است‬ (is He/she/it) , ‫این‬ (are (we)), ‫ایذ‬ (are (you) and ‫اًذ‬ (are (they / those) (Ahmadi Givi & Anvari, 1995)
2. The present perfect tense in Sabzevarian dialect:
The present perfect tense in Sabzevarian dialect is made of past participle adjective + mediating ‫ی"‬ " + auxiliary verbs and the Ids. The following table represents the six persons of the present perfect tense in two. ‫است‬ ‫دادٍ‬ ‫را‬ ‫ایي‬ ‫االى‬ . In the dialect: hemāl ir bediya Translation : he / she has given this how. 4-Expressing an action has not been done(negative structure) but is expected to: Example: in Persian language: ‫است‬ ‫برًگطتَ‬ ‫ٌُْز‬ In the dialect: henoz ver nagerdiya Translation: He/ she hasn't come back yet. 4. The specific application of the present perfect tense in Persian language. Expressing an action which has started in the past and is still continuing and the auxiliary verb is sometimes omitted from the present perfect.
The present perfect used in expressing the future is exclusively applied in Sabzevarian dialect. Example: waxtiš risiya : ‫است‬ ‫رسیذٍ‬ ‫آى‬ ‫ّقت‬ Translation: its time has reached Note: From the structural point of view, when the present perfect is used for answering or negative imperative, it will become the same as past simple. At this time no phonetics exist to represent the difference between the two but the chain "a" sound (Named Zebar in Persian ) i.e. the stress makes the difference. (Vahidian Kamkar, 1991) ‫بع‬ ‫ن‬ ‫م‬ ‫ام:‬ ‫ن‬ ‫و‬ ‫ندهن‬ ‫س‬ ‫ی‬ -‫سال‬ ‫شار‬ ‫ت‬ ‫ان‬ -‫شر‬ ‫ا‬ ‫ن‬ ‫(برفتْم‬berraftom) = the past simple ‫برفتْم‬ (braftoom) = the present perfect "1" is the sign of stress. (Beroqani , 2002) .
III. CONCLUSION
Just the same as standard Persian, each verb of Sabzevarian dialect verbs has two roots, including Mazi(past) and Mozare (present) .
In simple verbs of Persian language the mazi(past) root remains after the omission of suffix ‫ى‬ (an) and their Mozare (present)) root is formed after some changes are made in Mazi (past) root, which can be divided into eight groups. (Ahmadi Givi & Anvari, 1995). Infinitive signs in Sabzevarian dialect are ((in ‫یي‬ , dan ‫دى‬ ,tan " ‫تي‬ ))and their omission will provide the Mazi(past) root and by omitting the sign of Mazi(past)(past) in regular verbs, the Mozare (present) root is achieved.
Some verbs in Sabzevarian dialect have both Mazi(past) and Mozare (present) roots and in the Sabzevarian dialect, the root of some verbs can make verbs with different meanings. Also there are some verbs which have the Mozare (present) root in dialect but lack any mazi(past) root, Some verbs in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect may have only two persons (i.e.: imperative or negative imperative including only the second singular person and the second plural person.
Some verbs in Persian language and Sabzevarian dialect lack any person. Simple past tense in Persian language is made by Mazi(past) root plus Id suffix, except the third singular person which doesn't have any Id suffix and past tense root is used as verb (Ahmadi givi & Anvari, 1995). Simple past in Sabzevarian dialect is made by adding the prefix ‫ب"‬ " (be) at the beginning of the past root conveying an emphasis.
One of the important differences is mainly in conditional sentences in Persian which is presented as non-conditional sentences in the dialect.
Example in Persian language (as a conditional sentence). Also in Persian language, simple past tense is used for stating occurrence of the verb at present tense, instead of past continuous tense.
On the other hand, Infinitives as auxiliary verb and in past perfect made of " ‫بْدى‬ "
(to be) infinitive as auxiliary verb, are unique to Persian language and do not have any application in Sabzevarian dialect
